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The photoabsorption spectrum of He+
3 is calculated for two semiempirical models of intracluster

interactions and compared with available experimental data reported in the middle UV range [H.
Haberland and B. von Issendorff, J. Chem. Phys. 102, 8773 (1995)]. Nuclear delocalization effects
are investigated via several approaches comprising quantum samplings using either exact or ap-
proximate (harmonic) nuclear wavefunctions, as well as classical samplings based on the Monte
Carlo methodology. Good agreement with the experiment is achieved for the model by Knowles
et al., [Mol. Phys. 85, 243 (1995); Mol. Phys. 87, 827 (1996)] whereas the model by Calvo et al.,
[J. Chem. Phys. 135, 124308 (2011)] exhibits non-negligible deviations from the experiment. Predic-
tions of far UV absorption spectrum of He+

3 , for which no experimental data are presently available,
are reported for both models and compared to each other as well as to the photoabsorption spectrum
of He+

2 . A simple semiempirical point-charge approximation for calculating transition probabilities is
shown to perform well for He+

3 . © 2013 AIP Publishing LLC. [http://dx.doi.org/10.1063/1.4832736]

I. INTRODUCTION

Photoabsorption and subsequent photofragmentation
represent well established experimental tools for studying
the electronic structure of atomic and molecular complexes.
They primarily provide information on electronic states of
the system under study and its non-adiabatic dynamics fol-
lowing initial excitation. Unfortunately, the information pro-
vided by photofragmentation experiments is usually indirect
and a proper theoretical interpretation is needed to get a clear
picture. Numerical simulations play a very important role in
the interpretation of photoabsorption and photofragmentation
data and have become a common tool during last two decades,
in particular as a consequence of the exponentially growing
power of available computers.

The photoabsorption and photofragmentation based
methods have been successfully applied, among others, to
rare-gas cluster cations, Rg+

N , and a lot of experimental papers
investigating their photoabsorption and photodissociation1

have been published, mostly in the 1990s (see, e.g.,
Refs. 2–6). The rare-gas cluster cations have also received a
considerable attention from the theory.7–16 The following rea-
sons may justify their attractiveness for theoreticians. First of
all, the electronic structure of Rg+

N can be realistically mod-
eled via computationally cheap semiempirical methods based

a)Electronic mail: Rene.Kalus@vsb.cz

on the diatomics-in-molecule (DIM) approach17 which have
been recently shown to be highly accurate and comparable
to high-level quantum chemistry approaches18 like, e.g., the
coupled clusters or multireference configuration interaction
methods. Noteworthy, not only the electronic ground state,
but also plethora of excited states covering a broad range
of electronic excitations from infrared to ultraviolet are pro-
vided by these models. In addition, the most important rel-
ativistic effects, the spin-orbit coupling, can be included in
the DIM approach19 via a simple and still highly accurate
atoms-in-molecules approximation.20 Despite all these facts,
many problems that emerged from the experiments performed
on Rg+

N have still not been solved and the understanding of
many features of the complex post-excitation dynamics of
Rg+

N , including their photodynamics, is still far from perfec-
tion. This holds, in particular, for helium cluster cations for
which, for example, detailed photoabsorption and photofrag-
mentation experiments were performed almost 20 years ago6

and still have not received any theoretical response.
The helium cluster cations, He+

N , represent an exception
among the rare-gas cluster cations since it has been known
for long that the original DIM approach does not work for
them as it usually does for the other Rg+

N . A well known
failure of the DIM model for helium is that it is not even
able to reproduce the equilibrium geometry of He+

3 in its
electronic ground state.21, 22 While a linear symmetric struc-
ture is predicted by highly correlated ab initio methods, a
linear asymmetric structure is favored by all the pure DIM
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models, regardless of their level and accuracy. This defect
was attributed to the lack of three-body interactions in the
pure DIM approach21 and a couple of modifications were
proposed for He+

N to improve the performance of the DIM
model for them. The modifications can be divided in two ma-
jor groups: (a) approaches which modify the diatomic curves
(which are independent inputs to the DIM models), in par-
ticular the diatomic potential for neutral He2, so that the cor-
rect equilibrium structure of He+

3 is reproduced23 and (b) ap-
proaches which add explicit three-body corrections derived
from accurate ab initio calculations on He+

3 into the DIM
Hamiltonian for He+

N .21 Both approaches have been used
in the past in developing extended DIM models for He+

N

and state-of-the-art representatives of these modified DIM ap-
proaches are, respectively, (a) the model developed recently
by Calvo et al.24 and (b) the model proposed in 1990s by
Knowles et al.21, 25 A primary aim of the present work is to
test the reliability of the two semiempirical models by cal-
culating the photoabsorption spectrum of He+

3 and by com-
paring the theoretical predictions with available experimen-
tal data.6 These tests should serve as a first step towards a
reliable modeling of the photoabsorption spectra of larger
He+

N and their photodynamics, which is intended for future
studies.

The present paper is organized as follows. First, the
methods employed and computational details are briefly sum-
marized in Sec. II with a special focus on three basic ingre-
dients of the photoabsorption modeling: interaction models
(Subsection II A), electronic transition probabilities (Subsec-
tion II B), and nuclear delocalization effects modeling (Sub-
section II C). Then, the main computational results are given
for the two interaction models considered in this work in
Sec. III. First, a detailed analysis is performed for the
middle ultraviolet (mid-UV) range where experimental data
are available in Subsection III A, and then photoabsorp-
tion profiles of He+

3 are presented in the far-UV range in
Subsection III B. The effect of vibrational and rotational
excitations on the photoabsorption of He+

3 is further briefly
discussed in Subsection III C. Finally, conclusive remarks
and prospects are given in Sec. IV.

II. METHODS AND COMPUTATIONS

The photoabsorption cross-section can be calculated for
photons of energy E exciting a system from its electronic
ground state to one of the excited states via Refs. 12 and 26
(see also pioneering Refs. 27 and 28, or Ref. 29 for a more
comprehensive survey)

σ (E) = lim
�E→0

1

�E

π

3ε0c¯

∑N
K=1

∑
a wK(Ea(R(K)) − E0(R(K)))|μ0a(R(K))|2∑N

K=1 wK
, (1)

where ε0, c, and ¯ are the vacuum permittivity, vacuum light
velocity, and the Planck constant, respectively, Ea denotes the
energy of electronic state a (E0 corresponds to the electronic
ground state), μ0a is the transition dipole moment for the 0
→ a transition, all the three quantities being calculated over
a set of N nuclear configurations, R(K), used to model nu-
clear delocalization, and wK are non-normalized weights of
the nuclear configurations corresponding to a particular sam-
pling of the ground-state potential energy surface (PES). The
first summation in the numerator of the r.h.s. of Eq. (1) and
the sum in the denominator run over a representative set of
nuclear configurations, and only excited states obeying (Ea −
E0) ∈ [E, E + �E] are included in the second summation in
the numerator.

As a consequence, three basic ingredients are needed for
calculating σ (E) via Eq. (1): (a) an interaction model pro-
viding all relevant electronic states of the studied system, (b)
a model for evaluating the transition dipole moments, and
(c) a methodology for generating representative sets of nu-
clear configurations needed for properly averaging the semi-
classical transition probabilities. In Subsections II A–II C,
we briefly discuss how these ingredients are obtained in the
present study on He+

3 .

A. Intracluster interactions

As already mentioned in the Introduction, the DIM
model17 has successfully been employed in various modelings

of heavier rare gases (Ne–Xe), including the modeling of their
photoabsorption and photodissociation. The DIM methodol-
ogy consists in expanding the electronic Hamiltonian of a sys-
tem containing N atoms into diatomic and atomic terms,

Ĥ =
N−1∑
J=1

N∑
K=J+1

ĤJK − (N − 2)
N∑

K=1

ĤK, (2)

and in proposing a proper basis set of electronic wavefunc-
tions for which the corresponding Hamiltonian matrix can be
written in terms of diatomic and atomic energies (independent
inputs to the DIM models usually taken from ab initio calcu-
lations or semiempirical modelings). How all this can be done
for cationic clusters of heavier rare gases with sp valence or-
bitals was described in Refs. 19 and 30, the application of the
DIM approach to helium cluster cations was outlined, e.g., in
Refs. 21 and 23. The basis set proposed to be used together
with the DIM models for the rare gases is a minimum basis set
of approximately diabatic wavefunctions representing states
with the positive charge localized on a particular atom. For an
N-atomic helium cluster cation, totally N such wavefunctions
are needed,

�K = |ϕ1ϕ̄1 . . . ϕK−1ϕ̄K−1ϕKϕK+1ϕ̄K+1 . . . ϕN ϕ̄N |, (3)

where vertical bars, | |, denote a normalized Slater determi-
nant, ϕI is a 1s orbital centered on atom I, and bars above
ϕ distinguish between two spin orientations, without bar for
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the “up” orientation and with bar for the “down” orientation.
Noteworthy, only one spin orientation can be considered for
the ionized atom since the spin-orbit coupling need not be
taken into account in He+

N . In addition, �K can be considered
real-valued.

This purely pair-wise additive approach to the modeling
of intra-system interactions can be further improved by in-
cluding polarization and dispersion three-body forces as de-
tailed in Refs. 19 and 31, respectively.

The pure DIM methodology fails for He+
N

21, 22 even if po-
larization three-body forces are considered. As discussed in
some detail in Sec. I, two methods were proposed to remove
this defect and, presently, two state-of-the-art semiempirical
interaction models, free of this defect, are reported for He+

N in
the literature: a model developed by Knowles et al. in Ref. 21
and slightly corrected in Ref. 25, which is based on including
three-body correction terms obtained from high-level calcu-
lations on He+

3 in the DIM Hamiltonian, and another model
developed later on by Calvo et al.,24 which employs empirical
modifications of the diatomic curves used in the DIM model
so that they effectively include the three-body interactions.
For a detailed description of the two models see cited litera-
ture. Mostly, these two models are used throughout this work
and, below, they are denoted as the Knowles et al. model and
the Calvo et al. model. For comparison, a pure DIM model
is also considered. It is based on state-of-the-art ab initio di-
atomic curves for the electronic ground state and the first ex-
cited state of He+

2
32 and the highly accurate curve for the elec-

tronic ground state of He2 as proposed in Ref. 33. We denote
this model simply as DIM (or pure DIM) in this work.

B. Transition dipole moment

A most important contribution to the photoabsorption
cross-section (Eq. (1)) is the transition probability for the un-
derlying electronic transition (0 → a) which is proportional,
within the first-order non-stationary perturbation theory, to
the energy difference of the two states involved, Ea − E0, and
the square of the transition dipole moment between the two
states,11 |μ0a|2,

P0→a ∼ (Ea − E0)|μ0a|2. (4)

The energy difference is obtained by diagonalizing the elec-
tronic Hamiltonian matrix provided by the interaction models
introduced in Subsection II A, the calculation of the transition
dipole moment is briefly described here.

For charged clusters of heavier rare gases (Ar–Xe), point-
charge approximation (PCA)10 has been successfully used in
transition dipole moment calculations. For He+

N , the transition
dipole moment is obtained within the PCA as

�μ0a(R) ≈ e
∑
K

C
(0) ∗
K C

(a)
K

�RK, (5)

where �RK denotes the position of the atom K in the current
cluster configuration R, and C

(0)
K and C

(a)
K are the expansion

coefficients of, respectively, the electronic ground-state wave-
function and the wavefunction of the excited state a expressed
in the diabatic basis set given by Eq. (3). In a general case,
asterisk denotes the complex conjugation, but need not be

FIG. 1. Parallel transition dipole moment for He+
2 calculated ab initio (cir-

cles) and approximated by the point-charge approximation (R/2) dependence
(solid line). Magnitudes of differences between the ab initio data and the R/2
line are depicted in the lower part of the figure. Note the break and different
scales on the vertical axis.

considered here since, as discussed in Subsection II A, the
electronic Hamiltonian matrix can be assumed real-valued
for He+

N and the expansion coefficients are thus real-valued
as well.

Despite the fact that the PCA performs rather well for
rare-gas cluster cations, Naumkin pointed out in Ref. 34 that
polarization of electronic clouds may play a role for these sys-
tems and developed a DIM-based methodology for including
the polarization effects in PCA calculations. Later on, it was
shown that this correction is particularly important for heavy
rare gases (krypton and xenon) and that the extension devel-
oped by Naumkin is capable to accurately reproduce the pho-
toabsorption spectrum of rare-gas dimers (e.g., Kr+2

16) cal-
culated at full ab initio level. Nevertheless, the inclusion of
polarization effects does not seem to be necessary for He+

N ,
mainly because light helium atoms are only weakly polariz-
able. To justify this conclusion, we compare in Fig. 1 the tran-
sition dipole moment, μ0 → 1, calculated for the dominating
parallel transition in He+

2 either ab initio or using PCA (which
degenerates, in this case, to a simple R/2 dependence of μ0 → 1

on the interatomic distance, solid line in Fig. 1). Clearly, ac-
curate ab initio calculations performed at icMRCI/aug-cc-
pVQZ level using the MOLPRO package35 (circles in Fig. 1)
follow closely the R/2 line down to very short interatomic dis-
tances. Noteworthy, the difference is less or equal 1% even for
distances around the equilibrium separation in He+

2 (req ≈ 2.1
a.u.) and grows up to about 7% only for r ≈ 1.4 a.u. However,
such a short distance can be reached in electronically ground-
state He+

2 only if the dimer is vibrationally excited close to its
dissociation limit. As a consequence, the simple PCA can be
safely used in transition dipole moment calculations, as done
throughout this work.

C. Nuclear configurations

Since nuclear delocalization plays an important role in
light helium clusters, even at close-to-zero temperatures, the
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transition probabilities have to be properly averaged over a
representative set of nuclear configurations. There are, in prin-
ciple, three ways how to model the nuclear delocalization in
He+

3 , provided the cluster can be considered cold with in-
ternal temperature T ≈ 0 K.36 First, the most realistic way
is that the configurations used in Eq. (1) are sampled from
the square of accurate vibrational ground-state wavefunc-
tion which can be obtained for He+

3 by numerically solv-
ing nuclear stationary Schrödinger equation on the electronic
ground-state PES. Second, sampling from the ground-state vi-
brational wavefunction calculated at the harmonic approx-
imation level represents a bit more approximate way. This
approach retains the quantum treatment of the light helium
nuclei, but disregards anharmonicities in the He+

3 PES in the
vicinity of the classical minimum. Third, the quantum delo-
calization can be, at least by part, modeled by classical sam-
plings of hot (vibrationally excited) clusters instead of cold
ones. In this case, the classical vibrational excitation of the
cluster (classical non-zero temperature) will approximately
mimic the zero-temperature quantum delocalization. All the
three approaches are used in this work and compared to
each other. The inclusion of the two latter, approximative ap-
proaches is motivated by the fact that the state-of-the-art cal-
culations employing accurate vibrational wavefunctions can-
not be simply extended to larger cluster sizes while the latter
two can.

1. Sampling from accurate wavefunction for He+
3

vibrational ground state

The hyperspherical method,37, 38 employed recently in
calculations of He+

3 and Ar+3 vibrational spectrum and Ar3

and H+
3 rotational-vibrational spectrum,39–42 is used in this

work to obtain the accurate wavefunction corresponding to
the He+

3 rotational-vibrational ground state. Up to numerical
uncertainties, this approach is essentially free of systematic
errors and we consider it as a benchmark for the other sam-
pling methods. The photoabsorption cross-sections calculated
using coordinates sampled via the hyperspherical approach
are denoted below by acronym HYP.

A detailed description of the current implementation
of the hyperspherical method for He+

3 has been given in
Refs. 39–42 and, thus, only brief remarks directly related
to the subject of the present study are included here. In
general, our implementation of the hyperspherical method
consists in transforming the nuclear Schrödinger equation
for a three-body system into row-orthonormal hyperspherical
coordinates:37 hyperradius (ρ) and two hyperangles (θ and
δ) representing vibrational degrees of freedom, and three Eu-
ler angles (a, b, and c) describing the system rotations in the
center-of-mass frame. In the discrete variable representation,
values of the ground-state vibrational wavefunction, �vib

0 , can
be obtained for a non-rotating system over in principle arbi-
trarily large grids of ρiρ (iρ = 1, . . . , Nρ), θiθ (iθ = 1, . . . , Nθ ),
and δiδ (iδ = 1, . . . , Nδ):43

�vib
0 (ρiρ , θiθ , δiδ ) =

Ns∑
j=1

a0
jiρ

Nh∑
k=1

cjk(ρiρ )Fk(θiθ , δiδ ). (6)

A basis set of Nh principal-axes-of-inertia hyperspherical har-
monics, Fk, together with ρ-dependent expansion coefficients,
cjk, form Ns surface functions �j = ∑Nh

k=1 cjkFk , which are
eigenfunctions of the ρ-fixed Hamiltonian. The coefficients
a0

jiρ
of the expansion (Eq. (6)) are obtained by diagonal-

izing the matrix representation of the nuclear Hamiltonian
in the product basis, the size of which is NρNs. Here, we
choose Ns = 45 surface functions and Nh = 1365 hyper-
spherical harmonics following Ref. 39. Nρ = 272 equispaced
points have been used for ρ ∈ [3 bohrs, 15 bohrs] and Nθ = Nδ

= 250 points for θ ∈ [0, π /4] and δ ∈ [0, π ] have been
generated, respectively. In this way, totally N = 17 × 106

grid points have been considered in Eq. (1) which effectively
cover all relevant parts of the He+

3 configuration space where
the ground-state vibrational wavefunction is non-negligible.
Configurations of He+

3 corresponding to the generated val-
ues of the three hyperspherical coordinates have been used in
Eq. (1) with weights proportional to the product of the square
of the vibrational wavefunction and the magnitude of the Ja-
cobian for the hyperspherical to the Cartesian coordinates
transition,44

wK ∼ ∣∣�vib
0 (ρK, θK, δK)

∣∣2 × ρ5
Ksin(4θK). (7)

2. Sampling from wavefunction calculated
at the harmonic approximation level

For small vibrations around an equilibrium configuration
of an N-atomic system, the harmonic approximation can be
used within which the PES is approximated, in a close vicin-
ity of the equilibrium configuration, by a simple quadratic
function. In this case, the stationary Schrödinger equation can
be solved analytically and the vibrational ground-state wave-
function can be expressed in normal-mode coordinates as a
product of independent Gaussian functions. If equal masses
are considered for all the atoms involved, the wavefunction
reads as follows (see, e.g., Refs. 45 and 13):

�vib
0 ∼

f∏
k=1

e− mωkq2
k

2¯ , (8)

where qk, ωk, m, and ¯ are, respectively, the normal-mode co-
ordinates, angular frequencies, atomic mass, and Planck con-
stant, and f is the number of vibrational modes (f = 4 for the
equilibrium, linear symmetric structure of He+

3
46).

In this work, the approximate wavefunction of Eq. (8) is
used to assess, by comparing with the HYP approach, the in-
fluence of anharmonic corrections to the He+

3 PES around its
linear symmetric equilibrium configuration. Below, we denote
the photoabsorption data obtained for configurations sampled
from the square of the harmonic vibration wavefunction by
acronym HA (Harmonic Approximation). Since the normal
mode coordinates can directly be sampled from Gaussian dis-
tributions corresponding to the square of the wavefunction
given by Eq. (8), the sampled configurations are included in
the photoabsorption cross-section calculations (Eq. (1)) with
equal weights, wK = 1.
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3. Classical samplings

Even though helium atoms are too light for the classical
approach to be valid for them, particularly at low tempera-
tures, classical sampling methods may still be of some use
for two reasons. First of all, it is well known that increased
temperature or internal energy of the system at the classical
level may, at least partly, mimic quantum nuclear delocaliza-
tion. Second, it can be easily shown that, for a linear harmonic
oscillator, classical constant-temperature simulations should
lead to a distribution of geometries corresponding exactly to
the square of the ground-state vibration wavefunction if the
classical temperature is chosen properly (Teff = ¯ω/2kB).47

As a consequence, a classical constant-temperature simula-
tion with properly chosen temperature may approximately re-
produce the zero-temperature quantum distribution and take
partly anharmonic effects into account at the same time since
it is not constrained to the harmonic PES. We have included
classical sampling methods in the present work as a straight-
forward and cheap alternative to quantum samplings for larger
He+

N for which (a) the full quantum approach is not possible
or extremely time consuming and (b) the harmonic approxi-
mation approach may fail due to anharmonicities or due to the
existence of many structural isomers.

Two classical sampling methods are used in this work,
the constant-temperature (canonical) Monte Carlo and the
constant-energy (microcanonical) Monte Carlo method.48

Non-rotating clusters (with zero angular momentum) are con-
sidered in the classical samplings so that the corresponding
data are compatible with the data obtained from quantum cal-
culations, which are, as well, performed for non-rotating clus-
ters. Photoabsorption data obtained for the two classical ap-
proaches are, respectively, denoted in this work as cMCJ0 and
μcMCJ0. Standard Metropolis sampling algorithm49 is used
with equilibrium distributions given by50, 51

ρ(R)c,J=0 ∼ 1√
det[I(R)]

exp

[
−E0(R)

kBT

]
(9)

for cMCJ0 and

ρ(R)μc,J=0 ∼ 1√
det[I(R)]

[Eint−E0(R)]
f

2 −1[Eint − E0(R)],

(10)
where f is the number of vibrational degrees of freedom
(f = 4 for He+

3 ), for μcMCJ0. In Eqs. (9) and (10), E0(R)
denotes the energy of the electronic ground state of He+

3 cal-
culated at the configuration R (and normalized to zero at the
classical equilibrium structure), det[I(R)] is the determinant
of the cluster inertia momentum at the configuration R, T,
and Eint are the cluster temperature and internal energy, re-
spectively, and  denotes the Heaviside function.

Since the He+
3 configurations are directly sampled from

the distributions given in Eqs. (9) and (10) by the Metropolis
algorithm, their weights are set to one in Eq. (1), wK = 1.

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS

Before presenting the calculated photoabsorption cross-
sections, let us summarize the structural properties, bind-
ing energies, vertical excitation energies, and vertical transi-

TABLE I. Equilibrium distances and binding energies of He+
3 calculated

for semiempirical models and compared with ab initio values taken from
Refs. 52 and 39. Energies are given in eV, distances in Å, and r12 and r23

refer to the distances between the central atom (2) and one of the two wing
atoms (1 or 3) in the linear equilibrium configuration.

Model Geometry r12–r23 De D0

Knowles et al. D∞h 1.241–1.241 2.659 2.546
Calvo et al. D∞h 1.240–1.240 2.626 2.513
DIM C∞v 1.084–1.996 2.512 2.395
Ab initio D∞h 1.238–1.238 2.638 2.517

tion dipole moments for equilibrium He+
3 . Such a summary

will be useful for the interpretation of ensuing photoabsorp-
tion data and is done in Tables I–III where results obtained
from semiempirical models are compared with recent ab ini-
tio data.52

First, equilibrium geometries and dissociation energies
are summarized for equilibrium He+

3 in Table I. As expected,
the models by Knowles et al. and Calvo et al. reproduce well
the equilibrium geometry as well as the binding energy of
He+

3 while the DIM model fails. The good performance of the
two former models is not surprising since the model by Calvo
et al. was re-adjusted so that the linear symmetric equilibrium
geometry of He+

3 was reproduced and the model by Knowles
et al. is based on accurate ab initio calculations performed for
a broad range of configurations of He+

3 performed for both the
electronic ground state and two lowest excited states.

The vertical excitation energies for transitions from the
electronic ground state of He+

3 to the two lowest excited states
and the corresponding transition dipole moments are summa-
rized for classical equilibrium geometries of He+

3 in Table II.
The very good performance of the model by Knowles et al, al-
ready seen for the electronic ground state in Table I, is further
confirmed for both excited states. The excitation energies as
well as the corresponding transition dipole moments are for
this model very close to accurate ab initio predictions. The
model by Calvo et al, on the other hand, strongly underesti-
mates the first excitation energy (by about 1.27 eV), which
seems to indicate that (at least) the first excited state PES of
He+

3 is not well described within this model. The transition
dipole moments are, on the contrary, reproduced very well.
It is important to remember here that within both the model

TABLE II. Vertical excitation energies and transition dipole moments cal-
culated for the two lowest excited states of He+

3 in the equilibrium geome-
try using semiempirical models and compared with ab initio values (vertical
energies are taken from Ref. 52 and transition dipole moments have been
calculated within the present work). In parentheses, values corresponding to
the equilibrium geometry obtained from the ab initio calculation (r12 = r23

= 1.238 Å) are shown for comparison. Energies are given in eV and transition
dipole moments in atomic units.

Model �E0 → 1 �E0 → 2 μ0 → 1 μ0 → 2

Knowles et al. 5.614 (5.651) 9.853 (9.917) 1.617 (1.613) 0.000 (0.000)
Calvo et al. 4.350 (4.372) 9.716 (9.772) 1.677 (1.674) 0.000 (0.000)
DIM 5.242 (4.730) 10.000 (9.819) 0.465 (1.614) 0.980 (0.000)
Ab initio 5.625 9.877 1.595 0.000
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TABLE III. Charge delocalization of the electronic ground state and the two
lowest excited states of equilibrium He+

3 . Charges are given in percent of e.

Model Ground state 1st excited state 2nd excited state

Knowles et al. 24–52–24 50–0–50 26–48–26
Calvo et al. 26–48–26 50–0–50 24–52–24
DIM 49–50–1 2–0–98 50–49–1

by Knowles et al. and the model by Calvo et al, the sym-
metries of the wavefunctions corresponding to the electronic
ground state, the first excited state, and the second excited
state are, at the equilibrium linear symmetric geometry, re-
spectively, 2�+

g , 2�+
u , and 2�+

g . As a consequence, the tran-
sition dipole moment for the X2�+

g →2 �+
u transition is non-

zero and rather strong absorption is expected for this transi-
tion at about Ephot ≈ 5.62 eV (λ ≈ 220 nm, mid-UV range).
Noteworthy, this conclusion conforms well with the experi-
mental findings that a strong photoabsorption band exists for
He+

3 at Ephot ≈ 5.34 − 0.1/ + 0.2 eV,6 Only faint photoabsorp-
tion will accompany, on the other hand, the weakly forbidden
transition X2�+

g → 22�+
g at Ephot ≈ 9.88 eV (λ ≈ 125 nm,

far-UV range). This transition will become allowed only in
vibrationally excited He+

3 , mainly because of asymmetric de-
formations leading to dimer-like structures, He+

2 · · · He. Inter-
estingly, the pure DIM model gives both excitation energies
rather close to the ab initio predictions. Merely the transition
dipole moments are not well reproduced by the DIM model
at the DIM equilibrium geometry. This is not surprising since
the DIM geometry considerably differs from what is obtained
from ab initio calculations. Nevertheless, if the ab initio equi-
librium geometry is used in DIM calculations, the transition
dipole moments are well reproduced for both transitions.

In Table III, the charge delocalization is overviewed for
completeness for the electronic ground state and the two low-
est excited states of He+

3 . For the two more realistic mod-
els, Knowles et al. and Calvo et al, similar charge delocal-
izations are obtained for the electronic ground state as well
as for both excited states, closely following the symmetries
of the corresponding electronic wavefunctions. For the DIM
model, for which a linear asymmetric equilibrium geometry
is predicted for the ground-state He+

3 , the charge distribution
over the trimer is different. Within this model, the positive
charge condenses on a dimer core in the electronic ground
state with the corresponding dimer wavefunction being of
approximately the 2�+

u symmetry. In the 1st excited state,
the charge moves almost completely to the originally neutral
atom forming a He2· · ·He+(2S) structure, and, finally, returns
back to the dimer core again in the 2nd excited state, the cor-
responding dimer wavefunction now receiving the 2�+

g sym-
metry. As a consequence, strong absorption is expected for
the DIM model in the far-UV region corresponding to the
X2�+

u → 12�+
g transition in the dimer core.

In the remaining parts of this section, the photoabsorption
spectra calculated within the two realistic models (Knowles
et al. and Calvo et al.) will be presented. First, a detailed
analysis of the He+

3 photoabsorption in the mid-UV region,
for which comprehensive experimental results are available, is

FIG. 2. Photoabsorption spectrum of He+
3 in the mid-UV region calculated

for the model by Knowles et al. and various nuclear configurations sampling
methods: black thick line—exact ground-state rotational-vibrational wave-
function obtained from the hyperspherical approach (HYP), black thin line—
harmonic ground-state rotational-vibrational wavefunction (HA), grey solid
line—classical microcanonical Monte Carlo (μcMCJ0) sampling for Eint =
0.80 × ZPE, grey dashed line—classical canonical Monte Carlo (cMCJ0)
sampling for T = 280 K, and bullets—experiment.6

given, and then, the He+
3 photoabsorption in the far-UV region

is briefly analyzed. Finally, the effect of trimer vibrational and
rotational excitations is briefly analyzed.

A. Middle UV region

Comparisons of theoretical predictions of the He+
3 pho-

toabsorption cross-sections with experimental points are
given in Fig. 2 for the model by Knowles et al. and in
Fig. 3 for the model by Calvo et al. The DIM model is not

FIG. 3. Photoabsorption spectrum of He+
3 in the mid-UV region cal-

culated for the model by Calvo et al. and various nuclear configura-
tions sampling methods: black solid line—harmonic ground-state rotational-
vibrational wavefunction (HA), black dashed line—classical microcanonical
Monte Carlo (μcMCJ0) sampling for Eint = ZPE, grey solid line—as black
solid line, but shifted by +1.1 eV along the photon energy axis, grey dashed
line—as black dashed line, but shifted by +1.26 eV along the photon energy
axis, and bullets—experiment.6
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TABLE IV. Positions, halfwidths, and heights of theoretical profiles of the
photoabsorption band of He+

3 in the mid-UV region as obtained for the model
by Knowles et al. and compared with experiment. Photon energies (position
and halfwidth) are given in eV, cross-sections (height) are given in Å2. Un-
certainties for position, halfwidth, and height of the experimental profile are,
respectively, −0.1/ + 0.2 eV, −0.05/ + 0.1 eV, and −0.1/ + 0.2 Å2.6

Model Position Halfwidth Height

HYP 5.36 0.66 0.19
HA 5.55 0.75 0.17
μcMCJ0 5.47 0.55 0.23
cMCJ0 5.53 0.42 0.23
Experiment 5.34 0.57 0.22

included since it leads to essentially zero photoabsorption
cross-sections in this range.

In calculations performed for the Knowles et al. model,
several approaches for sampling the nuclear configurations
used to model nuclear delocalization effects have been em-
ployed: (a) sampling from the exact nuclear wavefunction
(HYP, Subsection II C 1) which we consider a benchmark for
the other calculations, (b) sampling from the harmonic nu-
clear wavefunction (HA, Subsection II C 2), and (c) two clas-
sical sampling algorithms based on the Monte Carlo method-
ology (cMCJ0 and μcMCJ0, Subsection II C 3). In the clas-
sical sampling calculations, effective temperature and/or He+

3
internal vibration energy were used that best reproduce the
height of the experimental peak, T = 280 K for the canon-
ical sampling (cMCJ0)53 and Eint = 0.80 × ZPE (ZPE ab-
breviates the Zero Point Energy) for the microcanonical sam-
pling (μcMCJ0). The following conclusions are clear from
Fig. 2 and Table IV. First, the position of the experimental
peak (Ephot ≈ 5.34 eV) is well reproduced by all the sam-
pling approaches considered. A slight shift of the HA and
cMCJ0 curves towards a bit larger photon energies may re-
sult from the fact that configurations with shorter distances,
lying on the repulsive part of the He+

3 PES, are slightly over-
estimated by these two methods. Second, both quantum sam-
plings (HYP and HA) reproduce well the height of the exper-
imental mid-UV peak, the experimental peak being only by
about 15% higher than the height resulting from the bench-
mark HYP approach. Note that the excellent correspondence
between the experimental peak height and the height of the
cMCJ0 and μcMCJ0 profiles is an artifact of the calculation
strategy since the height of the theoretical profiles has been
adjusted by changing the He+

3 temperature and/or internal vi-
brational energy to fit the height of the experimental peak.
Third, the width of the mid-UV absorption peak is slightly
overestimated by the quantum sampling methods (HYP and
HA) and underestimated by the classical sampling methods
(particularly by cMCJ0). But, in general the correspondence
between theoretical predictions and the width of the mid-UV
peak obtained from a fit of experimental points is fairly good.
As already partly discussed in remark,53 the sharper shape
of theoretical absorption profiles obtained for classical sam-
plings is probably the consequence of insufficient sampling of
the nuclear configurations beyond the classical turning points
in classical sampling schemes. For cMCJ0, for example, the
temperature best reproducing the peak height is too low to

sample properly the symmetric stretching of He+
3 , the mode

which is expected to be particularly important in the mid-
UV region photoabsorption of He+

3 . For μcMCJ0, a prob-
lem surely arises from the sampling not being able to cross
the borders of the classically accessible region at a given in-
ternal energy. Despite all these reservations, one can safely
conclude that the theoretical absorption profiles presented in
Fig. 3 for the model by Knowles et al. reproduce the experi-
mental points very well. Even the data obtained via classical
sampling methods lead to a satisfactory agreement with the
experiment.

Another conclusion which is obvious from Fig. 3 is that
the population of He+

3 was probably cold in the experiments
of Ref. 6, their temperature having been close to zero. The
following reasons lead us to this conclusion: (a) the photoab-
sorption profiles obtained for quantum samplings at T = 0 K
(HYP and HA) reproduce the experimental points very well,
(b) the profiles obtained for classical μcMCJ0 sampling al-
gorithm reproduce best the experiment for the classical inter-
nal energy of He+

3 below the quantum zero-point vibration
energy, and (c) for the classical cMCJ0 approach, the simu-
lation temperature best reproducing experimental absorption
cross-sections is close to or below the effective classical tem-
peratures for which the cMCJ0 algorithm should reproduce
quantum nuclear delocalization at T = 0 K (cf. Ref. 53). In
addition, if the temperature and/or internal vibration energy
are increased in the classical simulations, the height of the
photoabsorption profile decreases considerably and the theo-
retical prediction moves away from the experiment (see Sub-
section III C).

Data we have obtained in the mid-UV region for the
Calvo et al. model are compared with experiment in Fig. 3.
Only two sampling algorithms have been used for this model,
namely, HA and μcMCJ0, and two sets of theoretical curves
are presented in Fig. 3, black curves displaying direct compu-
tational data and grey curves representing the computational
data shifted along the photon energy axis. As expected from
the data given in Table II, the position of the mid-UV pho-
toabsorption of He+

3 is not well reproduced within the model
by Calvo et al. Namely, while the width and the height of
the two theoretical peaks are in good correspondence with the
experiment, in particular for the HA sampling method (see
Table V), the theoretical prediction of the band position
is not. But, if the theoretical profiles are shifted properly
along the energy axis (grey curves in Fig. 3), almost per-
fect agreement with the experimental photoabsorption spec-
trum is achieved. The needed shifts are �Ephot ≈ 1.10 eV
for HA and �Ephot ≈ 1.26 eV for μcMCJ0. As already dis-
cussed above, the modifications of the He+

3 ground-state PES
employed in the model by Calvo et al. to reproduce the He+

3

TABLE V. As in Table IV, but calculated for the model by Calvo et al.

Model Position Halfwidth Height

HA 4.21 0.56 0.22
μcMCJ0 4.15 0.41 0.23
Experiment 5.34 0.57 0.22
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equilibrium geometry may not be appropriate for the 1st ex-
cited state. Nevertheless, it seems that the 1st excited PES has
a correct shape in this model and is only shifted by some more
or less constant value (about 1.1–1.3 eV) to lower the interac-
tion energies.

The data we obtained in the mid-UV region using the
DIM model (not graphically represented here) clearly doc-
ument the failure of this model for He+

3 . Although a weak
absorption band has been detected in μcMCJ0 calculations
on the trimer excited at Eint = ZPE at Ephot ≈ 4.8 eV (cf.
Table II), the height of the band is about 200 times lower
than the value resulting from the experiment; the correspond-
ing photoabsorption cross-sections are, thus, essentially zero
within the pure DIM model. Since the DIM model does not
describe the ground-state PES of He+

3 well and prefers asym-
metric dimer-like structures, the photoabsorption profile pro-
duced for He+

3 by this approach is close to the dimer pho-
toabsorption profile which is also close to zero in the mid-UV
range. Only for non-physically frozen trimer (Eint = 1 meV
≈0.01 × ZPE), the height of the theoretical peak calculated
using the pure DIM model (≈0.23 Å2) and its position (Ephot

≈ 5.24 eV) become comparable to the height and position of
the experimental peak. However, an extremely narrow theo-
retical profile is obtained in this extreme case.

B. Far UV region

It is clear from Table II that additional absorption peak
can be expected for He+

3 in the far-UV region at around Ephot

≈ 10 eV. Since there are no experimental data on the He+
3 pho-

toabsorption in this region, only theoretical predictions result-
ing from various approaches are compared here. This is done
in Fig. 4 and Table VI for the models by Knowles et al. and
Calvo et al. and for two quantum sampling algorithms (HA
and HYP). Since mainly asymmetric deformations of He+

3

FIG. 4. Photoabsorption spectrum of He+
3 calculated for various models

(black lines) in the far-UV region and compared with the photoabsorption
spectrum of He+

2 (grey lines): thick solid line—exact ground-state rotational-
vibrational wavefunction obtained from the hyperspherical approach (HYP)
and the model by Knowles et al. (only He+

3 ), thin solid line—harmonic
ground-state rotational-vibrational wavefunction (HA) and the model by
Knowles et al., dashed line—harmonic ground-state rotational-vibrational
wavefunction (HA) and the model by Calvo et al.

TABLE VI. Positions, halfwidths, and heights of theoretical profiles of the
photoabsorption band of He+

3 in the far-UV region. Photon energies (position
and halfwidth) are given in eV and cross-sections (height) in Å2.

Model Position Halfwidth Height

Knowles et al. and HYP 9.85 1.28 0.017
Knowles et al. and HA 10.46 1.69 0.014
Calvo et al. and HA 9.93 1.50 0.014
He+

2 (Calvo et al.) 9.85 1.60 0.071
He+

2 (Knowles et al.) 9.79 1.61 0.069

leading to dimer-like structures, He+
2 · · ·He, are expected to

be responsible for the absorption of He+
3 in the far-UV re-

gion, photoabsorption spectrum of He+
2 (calculated using the

diatomic potentials for He+
2 taken from the two models in-

volved) is also considered for comparison.
After inspecting Fig. 4 and Table VI, one can conclude

that a considerably broader and more than ten times weaker
band is predicted for the far-UV region comparing to the pho-
toabsorption profiles reported for He+

3 in the mid-UV range.
All the three theoretical models considered in Fig. 4 provide
qualitatively as well as quantitatively comparable absorption
profiles with the position of the absorption band varying be-
tween Ephot ≈ 9.8 eV and Ephot ≈ 10.5 eV, height ranging
between 0.014 Å2 and 0.018 Å2, and with halfwidth being
between 1.3 eV to 1.7 eV. The far-UV absorption band of
He+

3 is qualitatively similar to the corresponding band of He+
2 ,

the latter being about 4–5 times stronger. The similarity be-
tween the dimer and trimer photoabsorption spectrum can be
rather easily understood since mainly asymmetric deforma-
tions of the equilibrium geometry of He+

3 are responsible for
its far-UV photoabsorption, i.e., mostly He+

2 · · ·He configu-
rations contribute. The differences between the profiles ob-
tained for He+

3 and for He+
2 are, on the other hand, due to

solvation effects by the third atom in He+
3 , mainly due to dif-

ferent charge redistributions in respective excited electronic
states of the two species.

C. Effect of vibrational and rotational excitations

How the photoabsorption of He+
3 is influenced by the vi-

brational excitations of the trimer has been investigated at the
classical level for the model by Knowles et al. by employing
μcMCJ0 sampling method with several choices of trimer vi-
brational energy. The results are summarized in Fig. 5 where,
together with the photoabsorption profile best reproducing
the experimental data (Eint = 0.80 × ZPE, grey curve), pho-
toabsorption profiles are displayed also for higher vibrational
energies (black curves) ranging between Eint = ZPE and
Eint = ZPE + 60 meV. It is worth emphasizing that ZPE
= 113 meV for He+

3 within the model by Knowles et al. and
that the dissociation energy for He+

2 + He is Ediss = 189 meV
in this case, i.e., only 76 meV above the ZPE level. The high-
est vibrational energy considered in Fig. 5 is thus close to
the dissociation limit and the vibrational energies considered
here cover almost completely the whole range of possible vi-
brational excitations of He+

3 .
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FIG. 5. Photoabsorption spectrum of He+
3 calculated for various vibrational

excitations using the model by Knowles et al. and the classical microcanoni-
cal Monte Carlo (μcMCJ0) sampling method: solid line—Eint = ZPE, dashed
line—Eint = ZPE + 20 meV, dashed-dotted line—Eint = ZPE + 40 meV,
and dotted line—Eint = ZPE + 60 meV (about 15 meV below the He+

2 + He
dissociation limit). For comparison, the μcMCJ0 photoabsorption profile of
Fig. 2 best reproducing experimental data (thick grey line) and the experi-
mental points6 (bullets) are also included.

In the mid-UV region, several systematic trends are ob-
served in the evolution of the photoabsorption spectrum with
increasing vibrational energy of He+

3 . First of all, the height
of the mid-UV band decreases considerably (from 0.23 Å2 at
Eint = 0.80 × ZPE to 0.10 Å2 at Eint = ZPE + 60 meV) if
the vibrational excitation increases. This is quite understand-
able since mainly symmetric configurations contribute in this
range of photon energies and the symmetry of He+

3 is heavily
disturbed towards asymmetric geometries in vibrationally hot
trimers. Second, the asymmetry of the band becomes more ap-
parent for higher excitations with, third, the maximum shift-
ing gradually to lower photon energies (from 5.47 eV at Eint

= 0.80 × ZPE down to 5.35 eV at Eint = ZPE + 60 meV).
Both latter effects are attributed to anharmonic features of the
He+

3 PES.
The trends are completely different in the far-UV region.

The height of the far-UV band increases with increased He+
3

vibrational excitation, the symmetry of the band is more or
less preserved, and only negligible shift of the far-UV band is
observed along the photon energy axis (from about 9.9 eV at
Eint = 0.80 × ZPE to approximately 9.87 eV at the highest
Eint considered). The most pronounced trend is thus the in-
crease of the height of the far-UV band with increased vibra-
tional excitation of He+

3 (from 0.044 Å2 at Eint = 0.80 × ZPE
to 0.070 Å2 at Eint = ZPE + 60 meV54). This evolution has
basically the same origin as the well apparent decrease of the
height of the mid-UV band. Because asymmetric, dimer-like
configurations of He+

3 are dominantly responsible for the pho-
toabsorption of the cluster in the far-UV and because asym-
metric distortions of He+

3 become more frequent at higher vi-
brational excitations, it is not surprising that the photoabsorp-
tion is enhanced in this region of photon energies for vibra-
tionally excited He+

3 .
Another interesting observation is that the best cor-

respondence between experimental cross-sections recorded

in the mid-UV region and the theoretical predictions ob-
tained from classical, μcMCJ0 calculations is obtained for
the vibrational energy of He+

3 considerably below the ZPE
(Eint = 0.80 × ZPE), while for Eint = ZPE, the classical
photoabsorption cross-sections correspond rather well to the
quantum simulations performed for the vibrationally ground-
state He+

3 . For example, the height of the mid-UV band is
0.19 Å2 for μcMCJ0 and Eint = ZPE, 0.19 Å2 for HYP calcu-
lations, and 0.17 Å2 for HA calculations.

The effect of rotational excitations of He+
3 on its photoab-

sorption spectrum has also been preliminarily investigated by
comparing the results of μcMCJ0 calculations performed for
three lowest vibrational energies considered in this work (Eint

= 0.80 × ZPE, Eint = ZPE, and Eint = ZPE + 20 meV)
with the results obtained from classical microcanonical Monte
Carlo simulations with the rotational degrees of freedom of
He+

3 included (μcMCJ 
=0),50, 51

ρ(R)μc,J
=0 ∼ [Eint − E0(R)]
f

2 −1[Eint − E0(R)], (11)

where f is the number of internal, both vibrational and ro-
tational degrees of freedom (f = 6 for He+

3 ), and with in-
ternal energies multiplied by a factor 5/4. This factor has
been derived from the assumption that the internal energy
is distributed among 2 rotations and 4 vibrations of rotating
He+

3 following the classical equipartition theorem and that the
amount of internal energy per one rotation degree of freedom
is equal, within the classical treatment, to 1/2 of the average
amount of internal energy stored in one vibrational mode. The
result of such comparison is shown in Fig. 6 from which it is
clear that the trends observed for vibrationally excited He+

3
are further magnified if trimer rotations are involved, in par-
ticular in the far-UV range of photon energies. In the mid-
UV range, the effect of rotational excitations in He+

3 on the

FIG. 6. Photoabsorption spectrum of He+
3 calculated for three selected

rotational-vibrational excitations using the model by Knowles et al. and the
classical microcanonical Monte Carlo sampling method with the inclusion of
cluster rotations (Eq. (11), black lines) compared to data obtained for non-
rotating clusters (Eq. (10), grey lines): thick black line—rotating clusters
with Eint = 5/4 × (0.80 ZPE), thick grey line—non-rotating clusters with Eint
= 0.80 ZPE, thin black line—rotating clusters with Eint = 5/4 × ZPE, thin
grey line—non-rotating clusters with Eint = ZPE, dashed black line—rotating
clusters with Eint = 5/4 × (ZPE + 20 meV), dashed grey line—non-rotating
clusters with Eint = ZPE + 20 meV, and bullets—experimental points.6
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height of the photoabsorption peak becomes significant only
for higher internal energies. But, narrower absorption profiles
shifted slightly toward lower photon energies are obtained in
this range if He+

3 rotations are included. Taking into account
the fact that the J = 0 weight (Eq. (10)) prefers close-to-linear
configurations due to the presence of the inertia matrix deter-
minant in the denominator of the r.h.s. of Eq. (10), the shift
can probably be attributed to the enhanced abundance of non-
linear structures in J 
= 0 simulations. In addition, the dis-
tances between particles become larger in rotating systems
due to centrifugal forces, which is further expected to cause a
slight shift of excitation energies in He+

3 toward lower values.

IV. CONCLUSIONS

Photoabsorption of the helium trimer cation, He+
3 , has

been studied theoretically using various interaction models
and various methods for modeling nuclear delocalization ef-
fects. The models used for the modeling of intracluster inter-
actions are based on the DIM approach17 and include three-
body interactions either via explicit three-body corrections to
the DIM Hamiltonian as described in Refs. 21 and 25 (the
Knowles et al. model) or by using effective diatomic poten-
tials as introduced in Ref. 23 and developed further by Calvo
et al. in Ref. 24 (denoted here as the Calvo et al. model).
For comparison, a pure DIM model has also been consid-
ered. The methods used for modeling the nuclear delocaliza-
tion effects are based on ground-state rotational-vibrational
wavefunctions obtained either from an exact solution of the
nuclear Schrödinger equation via the HYP approach37, 38 or
at the HA level,13 or from classical samplings using canoni-
cal and microcanonical Monte Carlo methods.50, 51 A simple
point-charge approximation10 has been used for the calcula-
tion of transition probabilities (transition dipole moments)11

since it has been proven sufficiently accurate by a direct com-
parison of the transition dipole moments obtained for a broad
range of interatomic distances in He+

2 within this approxima-
tion and via accurate ab initio calculations.

According to theoretical predictions, two photoabsorp-
tion bands exist in the He+

3 spectrum, one in the mid-UV re-
gion (around Ephot ≈ 5.5 eV) and another, much weaker, in the
far-UV region (around Ephot ≈ 10 eV). Theoretical results ob-
tained for the mid-UV range may serve as a test of the theoret-
ical approaches employed since comprehensive experimental
data are available here.6

In general, a very good correspondence with the experi-
mental data has been achieved for the model by Knowles et al.
The most accurate method for the inclusion of nuclear delo-
calization, HYP, combined with this interaction model repro-
duces well the position of the mid-UV band, only slightly un-
derestimates its height, and slightly overestimates the width
of the peak. The other quantum method for modeling the nu-
clear delocalization, the HA approach, also reproduces the ex-
perimental points fairly well leading to a position of the mid-
UV band shifted by about 0.2 eV to higher photon energies,
slightly overestimating the width of the band, and underesti-
mating a bit its height. Interestingly, both classical sampling
methods, canonical and microcanonical Monte Carlo, repro-
duce the experimental photoabsorption profiles well if classi-

cal internal energy and/or temperature of He+
3 are set properly

in simulations. The only visible discrepancy, but still not very
important, is seen on the lower energy shoulder of the mid-
UV peak where the classical sampling underestimates exper-
imental cross-sections. In summary, the model by Knowles
et al. seems to provide a reliable electronic Hamiltonian for
He+

3 and provides realistic description of both the electronic
ground state and the lowest excited states of He+

3 .
The situation is more ambiguous for the model of Calvo

et al. In the mid-UV region, the theoretical predictions of
He+

3 photoabsorption cross-sections are shifted by about
1.1–1.3 eV to lower photon energies. A natural reason of this
inconsistency may be that the effective modifications of the
DIM Hamiltonian of He+

3 embedded in the model by Calvo
et al. have been considered only for the electronic ground
state. It means, that even if the model reproduces the elec-
tronic ground state of He+

3 well (as documented, e.g., by
the correct equilibrium geometry of He+

3 predicted by this
model), it need not be as much reliable for excited states.
An overall lesson that can be drawn from the comparison
between the models by Calvo et al. and Knowles et al. is
that the three-body corrections to the He+

3 DIM Hamiltonian,
either effective or explicit, must be considered not only for
the electronic ground state but also for all the excited states
that are involved. More generally, modifications of only one
of the potential energy surfaces may not be sufficient. It is
worth emphasizing, however, that if the theoretical photoab-
sorption profiles calculated for the model by Calvo et al. are
just properly shifted to larger photon energies, they reproduce
the experimental points excellently. This may indicate that the
PES for the first excited state has a correct shape and is only
shifted downwards along the energy axis with respect to true
values.

As expected, the DIM model fails in the mid-UV range
and it predicts an extremely weak photoabsorption band in
this range (about 200 times weaker than the experimental
one). On the other hand, the peak has a correct position.
It may mean that the pure DIM model fails mainly due
to the distorted shape of the electronic ground-state PES
leading to an incorrect preference of asymmetric He+

2 · · ·He
configurations, but provides rather good vertical excitation
spacings.

Another conclusion which is clear from the comparison
of the theoretical predictions with experimental data in the
mid-UV range and which is worth emphasizing here is that the
ionized trimers of helium involved in the experiment of Ref. 6
must have been rather cold. Such a conclusion is strongly sup-
ported by the fact that the theoretical data obtained from zero-
temperature (quantum) samplings compare very well with the
experimental points.

In the far-UV range, both the model by Knowles et al.
and the model by Calvo et al. predict a weak and broad pho-
toabsorption band at Ephot ≈ 10 eV. The band is about 10 times
weaker than the band detected in the mid-UV region and re-
sembles qualitatively the photoabsorption profile of He+

2 . This
can be well understood since asymmetric deformations of the
equilibrium geometry of of He+

3 are responsible for its far-UV
photoabsorption, i.e., mostly He+

2 · · ·He configurations con-
tribute. The difference between the He+

2 and He+
3 absorption
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profiles (the dimer photoabsorption is about 3–4 times higher,
see Fig. 4) is due to the solvation effect of the third atom in
He+

3 , in particular, due to different charge re-distribution in
respective excited states of He+

2 and He+
3 .

The effect of internal (vibrational and rotational) excita-
tions on the photoabsorption spectrum of He+

3 has been in-
vestigated at the classical level and for the model by Knowles
et al. It has been found that vibrational excitations consider-
ably decrease the height of the absorption band in the mid-UV
range and, on the other hand, increase the height of the band in
the far-UV range. This major effect can be interpreted in terms
of the increased abundance of asymmetric configurations in
the population of vibrationally excited helium trimer cations.
The main reason for this is that the asymmetric, dimer-like
structures are responsible for the photoabsorption of He+

3 in
the far-UV region while more or less symmetric structures ex-
hibit strong photoabsorption in the mid-UV range where the
asymmetric species absorb only weakly. If rotational excita-
tions are considered, the trend observed for vibrational exci-
tations is further magnified. A major observation concerning
the role of rovibrational excitations in He+

3 is that the photoab-
sorption profiles calculated for vibrationally and rotationally
excited cationic trimers of helium deviate significantly from
the experimental points reported in the mid-UV range.6 This
seems to further support the conclusion we give above in this
section, namely, that the experimental population of He+

3 was
rather cold.

A general conclusion of this work may be that the simu-
lation methods based on the model of Knowles et al. for in-
tracluster interactions, proper modelings of nuclear delocal-
ization effects, and point-charge approximation for the eval-
uation of transition probabilities perform well in calculations
of the photoabsorption spectrum of He+

3 and represent, thus,
useful tools for similar studies on larger ionic helium clusters
as well as for studies on their photodissociation. Such work is
presently under preparation and will be a subject of prospec-
tive studies. The Calvo et al. model must be, on the other
hand, used with care whenever excited states of He+

N are in-
volved since the excited states may not be described correctly
within this model.
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